PATIENT HIGHLIGHT

Tennis Player and EGFR Lung Cancer Survivor Stays in the Game
Lung cancer was the last thing this healthy, fit mother of two expected. But she turned her diagnosis into an opportunity to advocate for and with her fellow patients. Read the full article

RESEARCH

What You Need to Know About Liquid Biopsies
by Janet Freeman-Daily and Lecia V. Sequist, MD, MPH
The term “liquid biopsy” is appearing with increasing frequency. The tidal wave of data can be confusing for many patients and caregivers. Learn more

ADVOCACY

No Doubt About It – We're In A Trust Crisis
Forbes Health, Bonnie J. Addario contributor
For decades, the Pew Research Center has been measuring whether and how much Americans trust their government. ... Maybe we should put more of our trust and faith in the people who really matter – like those who are working to find a cure for cancer and caring for those afflicted. Read the full article

FUNDRAISING

Do what you love and raise money for ALCF doing it
David Robinow pays tribute to his brother Joey and raises funds for ALCF through cycling. Read the full article
Interested in setting up a TRIBUTE PAGE? --> Click here
Click here to find an event near you!

ALCF NEWS

New Events Team Member
Welcome Brandy Pech as the Events and Database Coordinator. Brandy, a Bay Area native, will be supporting our portfolio of events and specifically managing the In Loving Memory and In Honor of Program.
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